Global Seminars are SDSU courses taught abroad -- in this case Florence, Italy -- that provide students with the opportunity to engage with the course topic in both an immersive and experiential way. Alongside regular class sessions, students will also learn about the local culture, society and history of the location through curated activities, excursions and local guest lectures.

The Florence Summer Program takes students to the heart of the Renaissance in Florence, Italy. From Dante’s house to Brunelleschi’s architectural marvels to the sculpted masterpieces of Michelangelo, the sights, sounds, and smells of Florence will become our classroom. Spreading out from Florence, we will also foray into the remote past, exploring Tuscany's beginning under the famed Etruscans. We will survey, first hand, the artistic, architectural, and literary achievements of Italy’s first civilizations, its rise to glory under Rome, its intriguing medieval history, and its cultural flowering as the center of the Renaissance.

**LOCATION:** FLORENCE, ITALY

**DATES:** MAY 21 - JUNE 30, 2022

**COURSES:** ANTH 348/HIST 500 & GENS 450/HIST 506

**FACULTY-LEADERS:** DR. BETH POLLARD & DR. BRAD KIRKEGAARD

**APPLICATION:** FEB. 1 - MAR. 15, 2022

**PROGRAM COST ESTIMATE:**
$6,185 (CA-RESIDENT) / $8,562 (NON-RESIDENT)

---

**LEARN MORE**

SCAN THE QR CODE FOR:

- PROGRAM DETAILS
- INFO SESSIONS
- APPLICATION